
Quash® Intro Pack 
(1 applicator & sponge, measuring cup and 1x500ml solution)

The hardest stains to remove are lipstick & food grease. Saves 
drink wastage, time and complaints by pre-treating them with 
Quash®. The first and only patented system designed for pre-
wash and removal of lipstick and other grimes.   

Kiss lipstick marks away

Renovate® 2.5KG

Put the sparkle back into your glasses. Renovate is simple to 
use, stripping the glasses of the build up of protein, yeast and 
blooms, which most detergents can’t remove. Allowing you to 
serve drinks at their best, with no additional cost of replacing 
glasses. 
Renovate can also be used to prepare new glassware & clean 
your glass washing machine.

Also available refill pack (2x1L solution & 4 sponges) 

Want a                   Glass Wash product not listed above. 
Contact The Wigan Beer Company

Protobrite & Krystal Klear 2x5L each

Glasswasher Detergent & Rinse aid designed to be used 
together.
Protobrite works to remove tough grease and stains while 
Krystal Klear provides rapid drying and spot & streak free 
results. Resulting in pristine glasses, even in harder water 
areas.

Working in Partnership with

Proton Glasswash range available to order from The Wigan Beer Company. 
Contact us on 01942 821711 or enquiries@wiganbeer.co.uk

“Efficient Service Consistent Quality”

Protobrite £13.86
Krystal Klear £14.85

£13.59

Intro Pack £19.18
Refill Pack £21.83



Working in Partnership with

Want a                   Beverage dispense product not listed above. 
Contact The Wigan Beer Company

Proton Beverage Dispense, available to order from The Wigan Beer Company. 
Contact us on 01942 821711 or enquiries@wiganbeer.co.uk

“Efficient Service Consistent Quality”

Prosan Plus 2X5L

Our purple beer line cleaner, suitable for all beverage dispense 
lines and equipment. Contains a Chlorine based sanitizer and an 
alkali detergent to remove contaminants, dirt deposits and 
thresh holding agents. When used correctly no deep clean / 
reset is required. 
Spectacular results even at 1% dosage. Lasting twice as long as 
our competitors equivalent when used correctly

Protinate 2x5L

Our clear beer line cleaner for heavy duty use. Contains a 
Chlorine based sanitizer and an alkali detergent to remove 
contaminants, dirt deposits and thresh holding agents from all 
types of dispense lines and equipment. When used correctly no 
deep clean / reset is required.
Allows excellent results to be achieved even in hard water and 
difficult conditions. 

Protinate Precise & Prosan Plus Precise 9x500mL

Our purple and clear beerline cleaners available as an exact 
dosage, for use with a 50L cleaning vessel.
All the benefits of the selected cleaner with no more free 
pouring or measuring cup. This reduces the risk of flavour 
taints and damaged lines, while saving money, time and being 
safer to use/handle for your publican.

Guardian 2.5KG

Treatment for infrequent or unused dispense lines. Keeps 
dispense ready, without causing damage, or the need to clean, 
before re-use. Ideal for function rooms or seasonal bars. Saves 
time, drink wastage and unnecessary complaints. Can also be 
used as a supplemental rinse additive to ensure lines are clear 
of beerline cleaner.

£10.69

£9.89

Protinate Precise  £10.35
Prosan Plus Precise £11.35

£13.20


